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The Tutte-group UM of some given combinatorial geometry (or matroid) M. 
defined on a finite set E, has been introduced by A. W. M. Dress and W. Wenzel 
[Adu. in Math. 77 (1989), l-363. U,,, is a tinitely generated abelian group. In this 
paper the structure of a certain factor group D,,, of T,,,, called the truncated 
Tutte-group, will be determined completely. More precisely, it will be shown that 
Tutte’s homotopy theory for matroids can be interpreted rather naturally as a 
systematic study of the relations between f,,, and the truncated Tutte-groups of the 
minors of M. This interpretation yields not only a complete knowledge of the struc- 
ture of f, but also a very close relationship between this structure and the 
“ternarity” of M, leading to a new and essentially algebraic proof of the classical 
characterization of ternary matroids in terms of excluded minors, established 
originally by R. E. Bixby [J. Combin. Theory B 26 (1979), 1742041 and P. D. 
Seymour [J. Combin. Theory B 26 (1979). 159-1731. Furthermore, some partial 
results about U,, itself are included. ‘1 1989 Academrc Press. Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
In [DW] we introduced the concept of the Tutte-group T, of a matroid 
M-a certain abelian group which enables an algebraic approach to 
matroid theory and contains a certain, well-specified element E.~ satisfying 
&a = 1. In this paper we want to examine the structure of this group by 
induction on the number of elements of M. Thereby we shall be led to deal 
with some graph l-i associated with M. If r, is replaced by a certain graph 
r, which has the same vertex set but possibly more edges, then Tutte’s 
homotopy theory developed in [T] will enable us to count the connected 
components of the graph F2 and to determine its reentrant paths. If we 
substitute UM by a certain factor group P,,,,, called the truncated Tutte- 
group, which has been shown to be significant for ternary matroids, i.e., for 
those representable over F, (cf. [DW, Theorem 3.3]), then r2 is relevant 
rather than ri. Therefore we will be able to determine the structure oft, 
in detail and completely. By denoting the image of eM in f, by G we will 
be able in particular to determine all minimal matroids A4 with G = 1 (cf. 
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Theorem 4.1) thereby reproving in an essentially algebraic way the charac- 
terization of ternary matroids in terms of excluded minors derived by Bixby 
[B] and Seymour [S]. 
For binary matroids A4 we have T,M = D, and thus for these matroids 
the structure of the Tutte-group U, will result as a by-product. Further- 
more, we want to establish some partial results about the Tutte-group of 
some non-binary matroids. In a forthcoming paper (cf. [ Wl ] ) examples 
will be given which show that in general the structure of T, may be more 
complicated. In particular, there are infinitely many minimal matroids M 
with E&, E TL\{l} and also infinitely many minimal matroids M with 
E M = 1. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let M denote a matroid defined on the finite set E. Furthermore, let 
.9#= gM denote the set of its bases, X = &,, the set of its hyperplanes, 
p =p,+, its rank function, and o = (T,,,, its closure operator. Finally, let 
n = p(E) denote the rank of M and r= rM its base graph which by delini- 
tion has g as its set of vertices and 
@2’:=({A,B)(A,BE6?, #(AnB)=n-1) 
as its set of edges. 
Let A i , A 2, A, E 9# be the vertices of a triangle in r, and put D = 
A, n AZ n A 3. Then exactly one of the following two cases holds: 
(1) # (D) = n - 1; that means there are pairwise distinct elements a,, 
a*, a3 EE with Ai =Du {of} for 1 di<3. 
(2) # (D) = n - 2; that means there are pairwise distinct elements a,, 
u2, ~,EE with A,=Du {~,,a,+,} for imod3. 
If #(D) = n-m for m E { 1, 2}, then the triangle will be called a triangle of 
the m th kind in r. 
A quadrangle in r with vertices A i, A,, A,, A, will be called pure if D = 
A, nA, equals A, n A, and has cardinality n- 2; that means the 
diagonals are no edges in r. Then there are pairwise distinct elements a,, 
as, a4 E E with A, = Du {ai, a I + , )- for i mod 4. Such a quadrangle will 
ti’called degenerate if at least one of the sets B, = Dv (a,, a3} and B, = 
Du {a,, u4) is not a base of M. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let FM denote the (multiplicatively written) free 
abelian group generated by the symbols E and X,., for {A, B} E .W). Let 
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K,,,, denote the subgroup of iF,bf generated by E’ and all elements of the 
form 
x .4,B .XB,A for (A, B} E a”‘. 
E m-1 ‘XA,,.4, .x.42.,47 .XAj.A, if A,, AZ, A, are the vertices of 
a triangle of the wz th kind (HZ E { I, 2 ) ), 
and 
x Al..42 . x4,,.,, if A,, A,, A,, A, form a degenerate quadrangle. 
Then the Tutte-group T,, of M is defined by 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let EG denote the free abelian group generated by the 
symbols E and X,., for HE 2 and a E E\H. Furthermore, let WC denote 
the subgroup of lF$ generated by E* and all elements of the form 
for H,, Hz, H,E%‘, L=H, nH,nH,=HinHj for i#j, p(L)=n-2 
and a, E H,\L for iE { 1, 2, 3). Then the extended Tutte-group ?r,$ of M is 
defined by 
u; := q/D-i;. 
Conventions. Let v: IF, -++ U, and p: E;*, -+ U:E denote the canonical 
epimorphisms. Furthermore put 
E .- V(E), M .- E; :=/l(E); 
T.4.B := v(x,,.) for {A, B} E 4?“‘; 
TH,, := kdxH,,,) for HE.~, aE E\H. 
The following result establishes a correspondence between the Tutte- 
groups of a matroid A4 and its dual M*. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The isomorphism cp: IF, C F,, defined by 
(P(E) = E, 
dx.4J) = ‘. XE\A,E’;B for {A, B} E&J”’ 
induces an isomorphism @: lJ*, C U,&, . . 
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Proof: This is Proposition 1.1(i) in [DW]. 1 
For determining the structure of U$ we need 
LEMMA 1.1. AssumeH,,H,~~,p(H,nH,)=n-2,a,b~E\(H,uH,), 
andp((H, nH,)u{a,b})=n-1. Then we have 
T H,.a Ti>ta = TH,,, . T& (1.1) 
Proof This is Lemma 1.3 in [DW]. 1 
The following result relates the definitions of T, and UC and justifies 
the name “extended Tutte-group” for U$. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. The homomorphism o: F, -+ Uz defined by 
O(E) = E$, 
~(~,,,)=Tcen.,,a X&q., 
for A=(AnB)u{a},B=(AnB)u{b} 
induces a monomorphism 0: U, 4 UC. If furthermore fl: J-5 ++ Zx’ is the 
well-defined epimorphism given by 
P(E$) = 0, 
/?(TH,rr)=(SH:X+Z:H’~6E’) for HEX,~EE\H, 
then the following sequence of abelian groups is exact: 
0-u,&uf+L+ zx -+ 0. (1.2) 
In particular 
lr$‘U,XZ”. (1.2a) 
Proof This is Theorem 1.2 in [DW]. [ 
According to Proposition 1.2 we identify each TE U, with its image of 
the monomorphism W in Uz. So in the sequel U, is a subgroup of U$. 
In particular from now on 
Let us now consider a certain subgroup of U,. 
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DEFINITION 1.3. Let @: U;t: -+ Z” x Z” denote the obviously well- 
defined homomorphism given by 
@(&MM) = 0, @(T,,,) = (d,, h,,) for HEX,aEE\H. 
Then U(L) := ker @ will be called the inner Tutte-group of M. 
By the definition of @ it is clear that T~‘E U,+,. In the following result 
@(U”,) will be described. 
PROPOSITION 1.3, Put m = # (E), h = #(I?‘)), and let MI E, , . . . . MI E, be 
the connected components qf the matroid M. For 1 d r < z put 
m, = #(E,), h, = #(lx;), and 
s, = f @gEzx’XzEr 
i 
,;# f(H)= 1 d-y) 
Y E E, 
Finally put S = @ f =, S,. Then 
@(Jyj)=s~p+“-y 
Proof: This is Theorem 1.4 in [DW]. 1 
Combining the last results we obtain directly 
(1.3) 
PROPOSITION 1.4. The following sequence of ahelian groups is exact: 
0 - UTr’ C u;l:‘+fL+ s----w 0. (1.4) 
Furthermore 
lJ$ ~Ulc’ x y+/l-:, (1.5a) 
UM g.g’xZ”‘-‘, (1.5b) 
J-(01 z U(O) . 
M ,M * (1.5c) 
For determining the structure of the Tutte-group of M we shall examine 
U.$, and then Proposition 1.4 yields statements about U, and U$. While 
the structure of U, will be determined completely only for special classes 
of matroids and in particular for binary ones, Tutte’s homotopy theory, 
developed in [T], allows the computation of the structure of a certain 
factor group of U, quite generally, called the truncated Tutte-group of M. 
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DEFINITION 1.4. The octahedral subgroup of T, is the group W M 
generated by all elements of the form 
E.&f TA,,A? TA,,/m 
for which A ,, AZ, A,, A, form a pure non-degenerate quadrangle in rM. 
The term “octahedral” arises from the fact that every pure non-degenerate 
quadrangle is contained in an octahedron of the base graph rM. By detini- 
tion it is clear that W, is a subgroup of Us’. 
Furthermore, by Proposition 1.2 we have 
PROPOSITION 1.5. W ,+, is the subgroup of lJ$ generated by all elements of 
the form 
EM TH,,, . TH,$ . T,,i, TH;~ 
for which H,, H, E I?, p(H, n Hz) = n - 2, a, b E E\(H, u Hz), and 
P((H, nH2)u (a, b))=n. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Put 
P M := UM/WM, 85 :=u$/w,, M f’0’ 17 U’$‘/W,. 
TM will be called the truncated Tutte-group, 8: the extended truncated 
Tutte-group, and f , (” the inner truncated Tutte-group of M. 
Convention. For TE U$ the image in if: will be denoted by T. In 
particular, G will be the image of E,,,,. 
Remark. If M is binary, then every quadrangle in rM is degenerate, and 
therefore W, = (11. So for all binary matroids M we have 
PM = TM, iF$ = u$, f(O) = u(O), M M 
Proposition 1.4 yields quite generally with the above notations 
PROPOSITION 1.6. For any matroid M we have 
TX g T’O’ x p+h-= 
M M (1.6a) 
f, ~t’o’ x zm-= M , (1.6b) 
T’O’g D’O’ 
M M” 
(1.6~) 
Now we can start determining the structure of U, and f, by induction. 
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If M is the free matroid of rank n, then M contains only one base, and 
E:, = 1 is the only relation in U,. So we obtain at once 
( 1.7a ) 
Proposition 1.4 then yields 
U;",=T$ Z(&,,)XZ" r(.z/2Z)xZ". (1.7b) 
In the sequel we assume that M is a matroid on the finite set E of rank n 
which is not free. Choose some fixed a~ E such that M’ := M\(a) still has 
rank n and put E’ := E\(a). In addition to our previous conventions 
g5’ =S?,,,, will denote the set of bases, Xc’= X&,, the set of hyperplanes, 
p’ =pM, the rank function, and G’= G,+,. the closure operator of M’. 
Furthermore, Y = L?~,, 2’ = LY+,, will be the system of hyperlines of M, 
M’, respectively. 
Finally, let p’: E$: --H lJ$: denote the canonical epimorphism and put 
tr,,, := P’(X,,,h) for HeX’,bEE’\H, (1.8a) 
u A,B := P’(X.4.B) for {A, B) E JJ”“. (1.8b) 
According to [DW, Proposition 4.11, there exist canonical homo- 
morphisms $: [F$: --+ En”, , c(: U$ + UC, and L?: T;$ + T;z given by 
l)(E) := E, $(X”,J :=x,,,,,, for HEX’, bEE’\H; (1.9a) 
ct(Ebfhl.) := EM, HUH,,) := To,“,,6 for HEX’, bEE’\H; (1.9b) 
-- 
CI(EM,) := ,, ~(UH.,,) := To,,,., for HE%‘, be E’\H. (1.9c) 
For HE X’ we have a(H) = H if p(H u (0)) = n. Otherwise (T(H) = 
Hu {u). 
By the definitions it is clear that 
d-f,,) s u,w, r(U$!) c u;‘; (l.lOa) 
H,.) !z ?T,b,, ii E Pi’. (l.lOb) 
If the structure of U$ and r$ IS already known then tl and Cr serve to 
investigate UC and %“,, respectively. In the next section coker a will be 
examined and thereby it will turn out that always cY(Tg!) = t!$‘. The third 
and fourth sections will deal with ker CI and ker 2, respectively. Next we 
want to show that certain relations in W,E are redundant which will help 
to simplify some arguments later on. 
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LEMMA 1.2. Let A denote the subgroup of I45 generated by all elements 
of the form 
for which H,, H,E*, a$H, uH,, L:=H, nH,~liP, a(Lu{a})=H,, 
andaiEHj\Lfor ie{1,3}. Then wehave 
b6.E = t+b(W$) . A. (1.11) 
ProoJ Assume L E 9 and a,, a*, a3 E E\L such that the three hyper- 
planes Hi := a(L u {a,}), 1 < i6 3, are pairwise distinct. We have to show 
If aE {a,, a,, a3 }, then XE A. So from now on we assume a # a, for 
16i63. 
In case L\(a) ~9’ we have Hl := H,\(a) E&” for 1 61’63 and there- 
fore 
x= IC/(E %;,,, QG;‘,, sf;,., .‘G;t,, 
. &f ;, al .x,;t.,)E~(K~:). 
So we may assume furthermore that a EL = H, n H, n H, and 
p(D)=n-3 for D:=L\{a}. Put G,:=o(Du(a,,a,}) for {i,j,k}= 
{1,2,3}. Since p(D)=n-3 and p(Du{a,a,,a,})=n forj#k, we have 
G, E ,Y? and a 4 Gi, which implies Gi E %” for 1 d i 6 3. If two of the three 
hyperplanes coincide, for example, G, and G,, then a,, a,, a3 E G, and 
therefore G, E G,, which means G, = G,. Consequently either G,, G?, G, 
are pairwise distinct or G, = G, = G3. 
Case 1. G,, G2, G, are pairwise distinct. Now for {i, j, k} = { 1, 2, 3) 
we have Gi n G, = a(D u (ak}) E 9. Therefore we get 
E . XG1.o . JG>fo, Xt,,,az . x,l:,3 . J’c+q . x,fo E 4 
&.XG,,rr G3:u, .XI,~.., %i:,,, .XG,.u, .x,fc, ~4 
6.XGl.o %l:,, .XH,.o, %&, .x,,,., X& EA. 
So by multiplication we get 8’. XE A and therefore X E II/(K$:). A. 
Case 2. G1 = G, = G3. Put G = G, for 1~ i < 3, and choose some fixed 
CE E’\G. Furthermore, put V, := c(D u {a,, c}) for 1 < i< 3. Since 
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p(Du {a;})=n-2 and c$G we have Vi~X for 16i63. c$G implies 
that I’,, V,, V, are pairwise distinct. We want to show 
XI.,.., . x I-,‘, . x 1 i H,.u, Gn,Lk E A for (i,j,k).=jl,2,3}; (1.12) 
Statement (1.12) is trivial in case H, = If,. If H, # P’; then H, n V, = 
(i) a(Du (al}) E 9, and therefore we get for {j,‘k) = (‘I, 2, 3;.\, 
E . xv,,, . x i$, x H,,u, %Q,. .x,,.. .X&l, EA, 
E . xv,,, . X,,Ylk .X”& .x,,‘. ‘X,.,. .x,t, EA. z L 
so (1.12) follows. 
To show (1.13), we put I’,‘:= Vi\(a) for l<i<3. Then 
Vi n I’; n Vi = a’( D u {c} ) E Y’ and a, E V’:\a’( D u (c} ) for 1 < i 6 3. 
This means that Vi, V;, V; are pairwise distinct hyperplanes in M’, and 
(1.13) follows. 
Finally, (1.13) and threefold application of (1.12) imply XE 
$(W$:) A. 1 
If p( { u}) = 0 then we clearly have 
So for the rest of this section we assume that a is not a loop in M. 
During the next sections we need two graphs which both have vertex set 
x given by 
Ju; := {HEXIU$H}= {HEZ’IU$C(H)). (1.15) 
For H,, H, E & satisfying p( H, n H,) = n - 2 we put 
NH,, Hz) :=d(H, nH,)u {~>,\(a>, (1.16a) 
h(H,, H2):=a((H1 nH2)u {u))=h(H,, H,)u {u}. (1.16b) 
If H,, H, EX~ and p(H, n Hz) =n - 2, then h(H,, H,)E*. We have 
h(H,, H,) E Y? if and only if a is not a coloop in the restriction 
MI h(H,, Hz). Otherwise A( H, , Hz) = H, n H, E 9’. 
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DEFINITION 1.6. (i) The strong hyperplune graph r;., has 2, as its set 
of vertices and 
G,a :={{H,,H~}IH~,HZE~,~(H, nH,)=n-2,h(H,,H,)~~‘} 
(1.17a) 
as its set of edges. 
(ii) Tutte’s hyperplane graph r;., has 4 as its set of vertices and 
K ;Cr,a:=({H1,H2)IH,,Hz~~,p(H,nH?)=n-2,H,uH,#E’3 
(1.17b) 
as its set of edges. 
The following lemma compares f L,o and r;,,. 
LEMMA 1.3. (i) We have KG,, G KL.,. 
(ii) If M is binary, then rLa =I-:,. 
Proof. (i) For { H,,H2}~KL,, we have H, # h(H,, H,) # H, and 
therefore 
$3 Z NH, 1 H>)\(H, n Hz) 
= NH,, H,)\(H, u Hz) E E’\(H, u Hz). 
This means {H,, Hz} E KL,,. 
(ii) For binary M we still have to show KL,, E KL,J. Assume 
Vf,3~)~K~,, and put L = H, n H,. L is a hyperline in M’ as well as 
in M. Since H, u H, #E’, there exists some hyperplane H, in M’ with 
L L H, different from H, and H,. H,, H,, and a(H,) are pairwise distinct 
hyperplanes in M containing L. Since M is binary we have 
H, u H, u a(H,) = E and therefore a E o(H3). This means h(H,, Hz) = 
H,E&=. fl 
By studying CI and ti we shall refer to YL,n and r;,,, respectively. When 
translating Tutte’s results, which he formulated in the language of circuits 
in [T], into the language of hyperplanes-that means by dualizing and 
forming complements-we see that r;,, is just the graph considered by 
Tutte. Therefore, Tutte’s homotopy theory will enable us to determine the 
structure of the truncated Tutte-group completely. If, in particular, M is 
binary, the structure of %, will thus be explored, because 8, = 8, in this 
case. 
At the end of this section we want to state some remarks about linear 
subclasses to be able to apply Tutte’s results. 
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DEFINITION 1.7. Assume X G X. X will be called a linear subclass 01 
hyperplanes in M, if the following holds: 
If H,, Hz EX with p(H, n H,) = n - 2, then for all HEX satisfying 
HZ H, n Hz we have HEX. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Fundamental theorem about linear subclasses). Assume 
M is connected and X is a linear subclass qf hyperplanes in M. If G, HE .X 
with H $ Xx, then there e.uist k E N,, and H,, H, , . . . . H, E X sith H, = G, 
H, = H, H, $X,for 1 <i<k, and 
~(6 ,nH,)=+2,H, ,uH,#E .ftir 1 < i < k. 
Proof: The theorem follows directly by dualizing [T, 4.341 with 
S=E. 1 
LEMMA 1.4. X’ := ( HE 2” 1 a E a(H) ) is a linear subclass of h?,per- 
planes in M’. 
ProojY Assume H,, H,EX’ with p(H, nH,)=n-2 and aE 
a(H, ) n a( Hz). Then also a E o(H, n H,) since otherwise we would have 
a( H, ) = a((H, n Hz) u {a}) = a(H,) and therefore H, = HZ. In particular, 
it turns out that a E a(H) for all HE X” satisfying H 1 H, n H,. 1 
2. EXAMINATION OF cokercr 
If p( { a).) = 0 then a is bijective. So we assume throughout this section 
that a is not a loop in M. N will be represented as a composition of two 
homomorphisms, which will be examined separately. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let EtJU , denote the subgroup of lT$ generated by 
$(ff $) and all X,,, with HE 3v;. Let Wgin denote the subgroup of 
IF ‘h’(, n 06” M generated by @(W”,:) and all elements of the form 
E.J-H,,rr .Jbfll.a~ ‘X/i,H,,H1’,UL .x$f, H ) , :,a , .XH><,, Qq& .., 
for which H,, H, E Hi, jH,, H,). E KS, ,.‘,, and a, E H,\(H, n Hz) for 
ig { 1, 2). Finally put 
U$<, := lf$yK!~j”. (2.1 1 
Let v, : 5’h’, -++ T !,!,‘, denote the canonical epimorphism and put 
E, := VI(&), 
YH,, := “,(X/f,,) for HE*, H\{ajEX’,hEE\H. 
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Since $(W$) C W$iU C 065 we get well-defined homomorphisms a, : 
ll- “,: -3 -r$& and CC?: Uz,!a -+ T$ by 
al(EMU’) := El, (2.2a) 
a,(uH,b) := YotHj,b for HE A?‘, b E E’\H, (2.2b) 
a2(E1) :=&M, (2.2c) 
4 Y,.,) := T,., for HEX’, H\(a)EX’,bEE\H. (2.2d) 
By definition we have a = a2 ‘3 a,. 
First we want to examine coker a,. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let m, denote the number and K= {Fr I 1 6 r 6m,} 
the set of connected conzponents of the graph ff&,,. For any r with 1 < r d m, 
choose some hyperplane V, of the component r,. Then we have 
coker a1 g 5 ( Y,,,,) z ZmS, 
r=l 
(2.3a) 
U~~U=a,(U~~)x fj (Y,,,)Za,(U~:)xZ”S. (2.3b) 
r=l 
Proof: Let G, denote the subgroup of U$,!a generated by all Y,,, with 
HE A$, and let G, denote the subgroup of G, generated by all products 
Y Hl,a Y&, for which {H,, HZ] E KL,,. Then by definition of WElLI 
aI n G, = GZ. 
So we get 
coker a, = (a,(U$) .G,)/a,(%~:) z G,/G, 
ms 
Here only the last two groups are not canonically isomorphic. So at once 
all assertions follow. 1 
The next proposition, which is a consequence of the fundamental 
theorem about linear subclasses, determines the number of connected 
components of Tutte’s hyperplane graph r;,,. If YL,a has just as many 
connected components as r L,, , then the structure of coker a, is computed 
entirely. 
PROPOSITION 2.2, Let Z’ = zMr and z = zM denote the nunzber oj” 
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connected components of M’ and M, respectively, and let mT denote the 
number of connected components qf r n:,,. Then 
m,-=z’+ 1-z. (2.4) 
Proof. Assume MI E, , . . . . M 1 E, ~, , M 1 l? are the connected components 
of M where a E l?. Then there exists a partition of 8\ (a} into pairwise 
disjoint sets E,, z<r<z’, such that MIE ,,... qMIE,m,, MIE .-,..., MIE,, 
are the connected components of M’. Put 
*,:=(HEx;Y;H~E’\E,) for :<r<:’ 
and let r, denote the induced subgraph of r;,‘, on 6,. Equation (2.4) is 
proved once it is shown that the graphs r, with z d r 6 -7’ are exactly the 
connected components of r L,., . 
For every hyperplane HE X” there exists exactly one connected compo- 
nent of M’ which is not contained in H. If furthermore HE%’ with 
Hz E’\E, for some j with 1 6 j < : - 1, then l?\ { al G H and therefore 
a E a( E\ { a ) ) G a(H), because u is not a coloop in MI g. Thus 
We still have to show that 3y;, #@ for zdrdz’, that (H,, H,}$KL, 
for H, EX~,, H, EZ~, z<r<s<z’, and that r, is connected for z 6 r < ?. 
Assume z d Y d z’ and s, E E,. Since (MI i?)* is connected, there exists 
some hyperplane H, E X with s,, a$ H,. Thus H, E-X;, H, z E’\E, and 
therefore H,E&,. So &,#Qr for z<r<z’. For z<r<s<z’ and 
H,E&$, H,E&,~ we have H,uH,,=E’ and therefore {H,, H,,)$KL ,‘,. 
Finally, Lemma 1.4 yields that for z d r d zr 
is a linear subclass of hyperplanes in MI E,. 
If, furthermore, H,, Hz E -u;“;, such that p( H, n H, n E,) = p(E,) - 2 and 
(H, uHdnEE, ZE,, then p(H, n Hz) = II- 2 and H, u H2 ZE’. This 
means (H, , Hz} E KI,.,. So Theorem 1.1 shows that r, is connected. 1 
The last results yield almost directly 
PROPOSITION 2.3. (i) The rank ms of the free Z-module coker CY, satisfies 
tn, >;‘+ 1 -c. (2.5) 
We have 
cokerr, zZ”+‘~’ (2.6) 
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if and only if YL,U has just as many connected components as r;~,. In 
particular, (2.6) holds if M is binary. 
(ii) Assume H\ { a j E X” for every HE Xx. Then z’ = ; and 
coker a, z Z. 
(iii) Assume there exists some be E’ such that p( (a, b}) =p( {b}) = 
p({a})= 1. Then 
coker c(, z Z. 
ProoJ: (i) is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.3, and Propositions 2.1 
and 2.2. 
(ii) By assumption we have 
K;,, = K ;,<, = {{H,,HZ)I~1,~2~~,p(H, nHZ)=tl-2). 
So by (i) it is enough to show z’=z. Assume there are two distinct con- 
nected components M’( E, and M’( E2 of M’ such that M( (E, u Ez u {a)) 
is a restriction of some connected component of M. Then for X, E E, , 
.Y~ E E, there exists some circuit C in M satisfying {x, , .Y~, a} G C. Further- 
more, there exists some hyperplane H in M satisfying C\H = {x1, x2)? 
But by assumption this would mean that H\(a) is a hyperplane in M’ 
containing neither E, nor E?. But this is impossible. 
(iii) If aEHEX, then aEcr({b})ca(H\(a]); so (iii) is a special 
case of (ii). 1 
Now the homomorphism cc2 will be examined. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. (i) a2 is injective. 
(ii) Put S” := (HEY?]aaH, H\(a)+%“}, and choose some fixed 
cH E E’\H for any HE IF”,‘. Then 
coker t(* E n (T,,.,) z Z #‘X’~ #(Jr”, (2.7a) 
HEXI’ 
lr$ = M,(T~‘,) x n ( TH.<.,,) z U($‘, x Z#lX’- #(y’). (2.7b) 
HEX” 
ProoJ For HE*” and bEE’\H put H(b):=o((H\(a})u(b}). 
Furthermore, put h,(H) := H(c”) and choose some fixed hyperplane 
h,(H)EX’ with h,(H)#h,(H) and H\(a) Gh,(H). For HEY?” and 
bEE’\(Hu (cH}) we define 
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i 
l&.X ’ h,lHl.h 
for h$h,(H) 
R(H,b):= 
(X ’ ‘XIQ,HL(.,, ‘G,t.,,)4,,b IQlHLh 
for ~EII,(H). 
We always have R( H, h) E W,:, which follows from Lemma 1.1 in case 
h E /I,( H). Let A’ denote the subgroup of Wz generated by all R( H, h) with 
HE 3y” and he E’\( H u {L.~;.). By elimination steps we get at once all 
statements of the proposition once it is shown 
w,: = w::;<, .4’. (2.8) 
By Lemma 1.2 it suffices to prove that for HE X”, u, , u2 E E’ with 
A(H\ (a).)~ (u,. u~~)=H, and H, := H(a,) for in [l, 2; we have 
X:=&=C& .XH,,<, .G,t<, .XH:.cr, QL,:,, .Xt,.<,: E W!tf,!u .A’. 
If a, =cH then by definition XE A’. If LI, #cH, but still h,(H)= H,, then 
~=R(fb)d&i.t, .XH.<,, %;.<.,, .x~,:.u,) 
=R(H.ux).R(H. 01) ’ .(%n,‘H ,,<,, .X/n,~,.c,, $&, .XHz.u,h 
and thus XE Wz!‘, A’ by Lemma 1.1 applied to M’. Analogously 
XE W!i,!n . A’ in case h,(H) = H,. 
Now assume H, #h,(H) # H,. Then 
x3 :=““?,,‘H,,<,, ‘xh,,H,,o~ ‘X~;,:u2’XH,.<~, ‘x,,j,‘,, ‘XH2.ul E $!!f!<l. 
Therefore X=X, ’ .X, .X3 E W$!C, ..4’, and (2.8) follows. 1 
Summarizing Propositions 2.1 and 2.4 we get because of the injectivity 
of a(2 
PROPOSITION 2.5. We km 
cokerag n (T,.,,,,) x JJ (TH,‘,,)~.m,~++#‘(.~Y)~#‘.V”), (2.9a) 
r=l HE I” 
(2.9b) 
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Since a(%,,)sT, and ker cccUM. Proposition 1.2 enables us to 
reformulate the last result. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let cl&: T,. + U, denote the homomorphism induced 
by cr. Then ker a& = ker a. ZJ furthermore, 6, E E’\ V, for 1 d r 6 ms, then 
coker cl,# z E (T,,, T I;,~~, > z Z”“, (2.10a) 
r=, 
u,b, =W,w)x iis (TV,., .Tl.h) ,.’ , 
r=l 
E (U-,,/ker c() x L”“. (2.10b) 
Furthermore, E( U $! ) E U $’ and ker a g U $!. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let cxO: U’L! + U, ‘O’ denote the homomorphism induced 
by c(. Then ker or, = ker tl. Choose some fixed edges (G,, H,) E KL,,\K$,, 
for 1 < r 6 d := m, - mT such that each two hyperplanes in q which belong 
to the same connected component in FL., may be connected by a path, all 
of whose edges belong to KL,U u ( (G,, H,} I 1 < r 6 d). Furthermore, choose 
somec,EE’\(G,uH,)for l<r<d. Then 
coker c(,, z fi ( TG‘,,o Tn’, . T ,, . T & ) 2 Zd, Hr.<, , (2.1 la) 
r=l 
d 
ui?’ = du$!) x n (To,.. . T,,‘, . T, ,,‘., . T$.) 
r=l 
? (U(i!/ker a) x Z”l~p mu. (2.11b) 
In particular, q, is surjective if and only if F$,U has just as many connected 
components as r X,,. 
Proof: ker q, = ker c( is clear because of ker M !& UC:!. Furthermore, 
Proposition 1.4, and Propositions 2.2 and 2.5 yield 
(2.11) 
So we can assume d = m, - m,- > 0. Let r’ denote the graph whose vertices 
are the connected components of r;., and (Z, , 2,) is an edge if and only 
if Z, #Z, and for ie { 1,2} there exists a hyperplane Hi in the connected 
component Z, such that {H,, Hz} E KL,,. For HE 4 let Z(H) denote the 
connected component of Y&,o containing H. Then the sets {Z(G,), Z(H,)] 
with 1 d r < d are by definition just the edges of a spanning forest of r’. 
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Thus Proposition 2.5 yields for 1 6 s 6 d the existence of a homomorphism 
/I,: U$ + Z satisfying 
B,(T)=0 for TE z(T$), 
B.ATG,,<‘ . T,:‘J = 8-i for Idrdd. 
Now let b: U:$ + ZI” be defined by /I(T) := (fl,( T), . . . . b,,(T)) and put 
R := i’r (TG,,<> T r,,!i, . TIC.<., G,.‘,., >. 
r= I 
Since PA T,,,, . T& . TI,,,,., . T&l,) = S: for 1 < r, s < d, the restriction ,Q R 
is bijective and consequently U’$ IS split by the subgroup R. Together with 
(2.11) and fl(~(U$:))= (0) this yields (2.11a) and (2.11b). 1 
By Lemma 1.3(ii), Propositions 2.3, 2.6, and 2.7. and Eq. (1.7a) we get 
directly 
PROPOSITION 2.8. (i) Assur~e M is binar),. Then 
coker rA s Z”+ ’ -~‘. 
Furthermore, a, is subjective and therefore 
U(,o,’ = (c,,). 
(ii) Assume H\ {a) E .A” for every HE X. Then 
coker a g coker cl4 2 H, 
and a0 is surjective. 
(2.12a) 
(2.12b) 
(2.13) 
In particular, (2.13 ) and the surjectivit?, oj‘q, follow1 if there exists h E E’ tvith 
p((a, b))=p(ja})=p({b))= 1. 
A further consequence of Proposition 2.7 is 
PROPOSITION 2.9. (i) UC' IS the subgroup of Uf, generated by E.~ and all 
products qf the form 
T,;,, T,.: T,,,. . TH.; 
f or ushich G, HE*, p(GnH)=rz-2, 6, CEE\(GUH). and 
p((Gn H)u {b, c})=n. 
(ii) Assume the corank of the matroid M is diffrrent from 2. Then the 
canonical homomorphism @: X , ,  l ~ U :“,‘, I, j -+ U E’ is surjective. 
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Proqf. (i) follows directly by induction with respect to # (E) - p(E) 
from (1.7a) and (2.1 lb). 
(ii) If the corank of M is not greater than 1, M is binary, and in this 
case the assertion follows from (2.12b). Now assume #(E) -n > 3. Assume 
furthermore G, HEX with p(GnH)=n-2, h, ceE\(GuH) and 
p( (G n H) u {h, c).) = n. Choose some base B of the restriction it4 ( (G n H) 
and assume a, EG\H, n, E H\G. Finally, put E, := Bu (aI, c(*, h, c-1. 
Then #(E,)=n+2< #c(E). So ifs,EE\E,, then G\js”) and H\{s,l are 
hyperplanes in M\{s,} and therefore 
T G.b . L,f . TM., . L,l, ~@(u’:),& 
Thus (ii) follows from (i). 1 
As a direct consequence of Proposition 2,9(i) we get by using Proposi- 
tion 1.6: 
PROPOSITION 2.10. For un~l matroid M we have 
T(,o,)= (G), (2.14a) 
T.&f z (E,) x z-=, (2.14b) 
G) mfh--.- XL % (2.14~) 
where m denotes the number of elements, z the number of connected 
components, and h the number of hyperplanes of M. 
So the structure of the truncated Tutte-group is determined completely 
up to the question of whether or not G = 1. In the fourth section all 
matroids M satisfying G = 1 will be determined by using Tutte’s 
homotopy theory developed in [T]. 
Remarks. (i) In Proposition 2.9(ii) the assumption that the corank of 
M is different from 2 cannot be deleted. Assume, for example, that M is the 
uniform matroid U,,, on E := { 1, 2, 3, 4); that means that every subset 
with exactly two elements is a base. Then M is representable over every 
field with at least three elements and therefore E,+, # 1 by [DW, Corollary 1 
of Proposition 3.11. For 1 <s Q 4 the graph r;,,, is the complete graph 
with vertex set {{e>leEE\(s)), and the edge set of JIL,,< is empty. Since 
furthermore M\,(s) is binary Proposition 2.8(i) and Proposition 2.7 yield 
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(ii) Assume M is an oriented matroid on E of rank n that, according 
to [D2], may be viewed as a chirotope. Assume x: E” -+ { 1, - 1,O) is an 
orientation of this chirotope. x is alternating, and for e,, . . . . e, E E we have 
x(e, 1 ..‘> r,)#O if and only if [cl, . . . . e,,)- E &?. For every HE JT choose some 
fixed base {h,, . . . . h,, , ) of MI H and put 
H + := (b~El~(h,, . . . . h,, ,, b)= 1 )q 
H :={b~EIl(h ,,..., h,,+,,b)=-lj 
So E\H=H+\jH , and by [D2, (2.5)] the set jH +, H ~ ) depends 
only on x and H. Now assume L is a hyperline in M. Choose some base 
(b, . . . 3 > h ,Z+2) of MI L and for c, de E put x’(c, d) :=~(b,, . . . . b,~-,, c, d). If 
aIT az, u3 E E\L are such that the three hyperplanes H, := a(L u (a,)), 
1 d id 3, are pairwise distinct, then we get, since 1’ is alternating, 
x’(u,t %I ‘X’(Q,, 0x1 .$(a,, 03) ‘%‘(U,, 01) 
.x’(a~,U.,).~‘(a,,u,)= -1. 
Therefore we get a well-defined homomorphism ~0: T,: + { 1, - 1 j by 
cp(c,,) := - 1, (2.15a) 
l cp( T,,,) := for ~EH+ -1 for ~EH (2.15b) 
If two homomorphisms ‘p,, cpZ: 8:; -+ { 1, - 1 j. are given by two orienta- 
tions of A4 in this way, then (p, , qr or the orientations will be called 
equivalent 6.t) sign reversal if there are subsets E, c E and Z0 E .X such that 
‘pl(TH,d = (P2(TH.h) for (H,b)~(,3YoxE~)u((.~\.Yi”,)x(E\E,)) 
-‘~z(T,.t,) else. 
Now two such homomorphisms are equivalent if and only if they coincide 
on Ug). Therefore Proposition 2.9(u) is a generalization of [R, 
Theorem 2.23 which states that the orientation classes of an orientable 
matroid M on E whose corank is at least 3 are already determined by the 
orientation classes of the matroids M\(s) for s E E. 
Here it should be mentioned that by (2.15a) we have E*, 4 Ui, for all 
orientable matroids M. 
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3. EXAMINATION OF kera 
Because of the bijectivity of CI in case p( {u}) = 0 we assume throughout 
this section again that a is not a loop in M. 
Continuing with our previous notations and conventions we show at first 
LEMMA 3.1. We have 
kera=kera, =$($P’(W$!,)). (3.1) 
Proof The first equality follows from the injectivity of c(~ while the 
second one follows because of ker v1 = WC!, from the fact that the 
following diagram is commutating: 
Now we want to reduce the determination of ker c( to the examination of 
the reentrant paths in the strong hyperplane graph f “,,,. 
DEFINITION 3.1. (i) For H,, H, E yi4 with {H,, Hz} E K& put 
where ai E H,\(H, n H2) for in { 1, 2). 
(ii) For a path Q = (H,, H,, . . . . H,) in YL,0 put 
t(Q) I= fi t(Hi-1, Hi). 
i= 1 
(3.3) 
Applying Lemma 1.1 to M’ twice we see that t(H,, H,) is well defined by 
(3.2) for all {H,, H2} E Ki,,. 
Now we obtain quickly 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let Db, denote the subgroup of T$ generated by all 
t(Q) for which Q is a reentrant path in YL,O. Then 
ker a = od,. (3.4) 
In particular, a is injectioe $I-“,,, does not contain any reentrant path. 
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Proof. If Q = (H,, H,, . . . . H,) is a reentrant path in rL,U, then 
dHQ))= fi (Tt,,m,.rr .$t(H; ~,r WU,;,)= 1 
,=I 
and therefore 06, G ker a. Now assume U E ker x\{ 1 }. Then by Lemma 3.1 
there exists some X0 E F.z’ with $(X,,) E W(hlU satisfying U= p’(X,). Since 
p’(W”,:) = { 1 } there exists some XE [F$: with [I= p’(X) such that 
for some m E N and suitable G,, H, E& with {G,, H,) E Kzf L1, b, E 
G,\H,, c, E H,\G, for 1 d r d m. Since XE S$ this means that there exists 
a permutation T ~1, with H, = G,,,, for 1 d Y dm. If T = r, ‘3 ... rk is 
represented as a product of cycles, then for every i with 1 < id k we get a 
reentrant path Q, in rz,.,, whose length equals the length of the cycle T,. 
such that 
U=p’(X)=ij t(Qi). 1 
,=I 
In the remainder of this section we want to establish sufficient conditions 
for the injectivity of SI. At first we show a few simple lemmata. 
LEMMA 3.2. (i) rf P = (H,, . . . . Hk) and Q = (H,, . . . . H,,) are paths in 
r-L., for Hlhich the origin of Q equals the terminus of P, then 
f(PQ) = f(P). t(Q). (3.5) 
nlhere PQ := (H,, ,.., H,, . . . . H,, ), 
(ii) If Q = (H,, H, , . . . . H, , , H,, ) is a path in ri,,<,, then ji)r 
Q ~ ’ := (H,, H, , , . . . . H, , H,) tve haue 
r(Q-‘)=t(Q, ‘. (3.6) 
. . . 
(111) If iH,, Hz) EK;,.,, rheu.for Q := (H,, H,, H,) u*e haue 
r(Q) = 1. (3.7) 
Proof (i) and (ii) are clear by Definition 3.1. 
(iii) follows at once from (i) and (ii). 1 
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LEMMA 3.3. (i) Assume Q = (H,, . . . . H,) is a reentrant path in ri,,, such 
that 
L:= fi H, 
r=O 
is a hyperline in M. Then t( Q ) = 1. 
(ii) If n = p(E) < 2, then c1 is injective. 
Proof: (i) We proceed by induction with respect to m. The case m = 2 
is clear by Lemma 3.2(iii). Now assume m > 3. By induction and 
Lemma 3.2 we may assume furthermore H, # Hz. Then putting H := 
o(Lu {a]) we get {H,, H,}EK.L,, andh(Hj,H,)=HforOdi<j<2.Put 
Q, := (H,, H,, Hz, H,) and Q2 := (H,, H,, H,, . . . . H,,,). Since t(Q) = 
t(Q, ). t(Qz) by Lemma 3.2 the induction will be finished when we have 
shown that t(Qr)= 1. Choose ai E H,\L for O<i<2. Then 
t(Q,) =&au, . U,;,,, Ueq U,,‘,, . UH,.uO 
.& hf’ u,,:“2 UH.u? Kit, UHZ.“, 
‘EM, u ,;,,,, UH.uo u H,slz UtfO.‘Q 
= E&f, . UHdU, . u,.uz . ui,:u2 . UH,.‘,~ . 4&, . UH1,‘,, = 1. 
(ii) follows trivially from Proposition 3.1 and (i). 1 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume Q = (H,, H, , H,, H,, H,, ) is a reentrant path in 
~~.~ such that 
NH,, H,)=h(H,, H,)#h(H,, H,)=h(H,, Ho). 
Then t(Q) = 1. 
Proof. Put G, := /I( H,, H,) = h(H,, H,) and G,:= A( H,, H,) = h( H,, H,). 
Since G, # Gz there exists some bj E (H, n H,, , )\(H,+, u Hi+ 3) for every 
i mod 4. So we obtain 
t(Q) = ~,i, f-J&-,:h, UC;,,rq . u& u,,,,, 
EM, uH,:hr . UGAh, uG.& .UHz,,, 
E.44, ut&, . UG,.hj . u,,',, UH,,h, 
EM, U& . UG?.hU UGzfhz . u,,,, 
= (EM, u"o,bz . U/lb.h, UG,,h, u& UHl,hi u,,:,,) 
(E,M, UH2.ho U&, UG,,h, UC;,lh[ utl,.,, . U&J 
=l. 1 
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Next we prove 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume there exists some b E E’ such thar p( {u, h 1 ) = 
p( {b)) = p( { a)) = 1. Then r is irzjertil?e. 
Proqf: Assume Q = (H,. . . . . H,,) is a reentrant path in rf,,,. Then we 
have h E h(H,_ , , H,) for 1 6 i 6 rn and therefore 
n, 
thus by Proposition 3.1 the proof is finished. 1 
Now we want to show that ker c( is already generated by those r(Q) 
for which Q belongs to a certain class of reentrant paths in YL.‘,. For a 
reentrant path Q = (H,, . . . . H,,) in r-z,f,C, let I(Q) :=m denote the length 
of Q. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A reentrant path Q in f-i{,, with t(Q) # 1 will be called 
irreducible if there are no reentrant paths Q’, Q” in Y$.‘, satisfying 
QQ’) < 4Q). GQ”) < I(Q), f(Q) = [(Q’, GQ”). 
Remark. Irreducible paths exist only if r is not injective 
Since every non-empty subset of the natural numbers contains a minimal 
element Proposition 3.1 yields at once 
LEMMA 3.5. Let I6, denote the subgroup oj’ U$ gerwrated by all r(Q) 
for bl’hich Q is irreducible. Then ker z = K R. 1 
The next lemma collects some essential properties of irreducible paths, 
which are fundamental for the subsequent considerations. 
LEMMA 3.6. Assume Q = (H,, . . . . H,) is irreducible. Then 
(i) Hi#H,for i fjmodm. 
(ii) For 0 d r, s 6 m t1.e have ( H,, H, > E K ;L,, onl11 if r = s + 1 mod m 
or r + 1 E s mod nz. 
(iii) For all i mod m ,r.e have A( H, , , H,) # h( H,, H, + , ). 
ProoJ: (i) If (i) fails then by symmetry there exists an irreducible path 
Q = (Ho, . . . . H,) in TL u such that H, = H, for some k with 1 d li < m - 1. 
Putting Q’ := (H,, . . . . k,) and Q” := (H,, . . . . H,,) we get 
4Q’) < w I( Q”) < m, f(Q) = GQ’, . t(Q”L 
contradicting the fact that Q is irreducible. 
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(ii) We may assume that there exists an irreducible path 
Q = (Ho. . . . . H,) in f;,, such that (H,, Hk} EKE,, for some k 
with 2<k<m-2. Putting Q’ := (H,, H,, . . . . H,, H,) and Q” := 
(H,,, H,, H,, , , . . . . H,,) we obtain 
I(Q’)=k+ 1 cm, /(Q”)=wz-k+ 1 cm, f(Q) = r(Q’). f(Q”,, 
which again is a contradiction. 
(iii) If (iii) fails then there exists an irreducible path Q = (H,, . . . . H,) 
such that H := h( H,, H, ) = h( H, , H?). We have m > 3 because of t(Q) # 1. 
Furthermore 
H,nH, nH=H,nH, =H,nH=H, nH, 
H,nHznH=H,nHz=HznH=H1nH. 
Moreover, by (i) we have H, # H2 and therefore 
H,nH,nH=H,nH,=H,nH=H,nH=H,nH. 
This means {H,,, H,) E KL,,, and h(H,, H,) = H. Then (ii) yields m = 3 
and therefore t(Q) = 1 by Lemma 3.3(i), contradicting again the fact that Q 
is irreducible. 1 
In the sequel we put 
~(M,~):=#{HEY?~~~H,H\{~}E~‘}. (3.8) 
In case v(M, a) 6 1, Lemma 3.6(iii) states that there are no irreducible 
paths in Yc.a. Together with Lemma 3.5 we get at once 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If u(M, a) < 1 then a is injectioe. 
The next result yields more information about the irreducible paths in 
case o(M, a) = 2. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Assume u(A4, a) = 2; say a E G, E 3’P, Gi\ { a > E X’ for 
iE (1, 2) and G, #G,. Zf Q= (H,, . . . . H,) is irreducible, then 
mEOmod2, m86 (3.9a) 
h(Hi, f-ft+l)= zr 
for O<i<m-1, i=Omod2 
(3.9b) 
5 for O<i<m-l,i=lmod2 
where {r, s} = { 1, 2}, 
p(D)dn-4 for D:= fi Hi. 
r=O 
(3.9c) 
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In particular, o(M, a) = 2 and n < 3 together imply that (x is injectioe. 
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Proof. Lemma 3.6(iii) yields at once (3.9b) and m E 0 mod 2. Since 
t(Q) # 1 we have WI # 2 and therefore m > 4. By Lemma 3.4 it turns out 
m # 4 and thus nr 3 6. 
It remains to show (3.9~). Assume p(D) 3 II - 3. Then Lemma 3.3(i) 
yields p(D)=n-3. Put L,:=H,nH,+, and choose .Y,EL,\$,D for 
O<idnz- I. Then either p(Du {xo,.x3i)=n-2 or p(Du ~.~o,s3j)= 
n - t. Both cases will now be led to a contradiction. 
Case 1. p(D u {x0, .xj i ) = n - 2. Since Q is irreducible and m > 6, we 
have H, #H,. Therefore 
and thus (3.9b) yields 
a((H,nH,)u{a).)=a((H,nH,)u{aj)=G,. 
This means .( H,, H, 1 E KS,., which is impossible by Lemma 3.6(ii). 
Case 2. p(D u [x0, .x3)) = n - 1. In this case we have H := 
a(D u {x0, x,}) E 2”. Furthermore H, # H # H, since otherwise H, = H, 
or {Ho, H3) EKL.~ which is impossible. Therefore 
a((H,nH)u(a))=o(Du{q,,a))=a((H,nH,)u{a~)=G,, 
so in particular a 4 H since otherwise we would have G, = H = G,. 
Furthermore, it turns out that (H,, HS, {H, H3) E KS,,,. Therefore 
W H,, H,, . . . . II,,,) are Q’ :=(Ho, H,, H,, H,, H, H,) and Q” := (H,, 1 
reentrant paths in rtf,U satisfying 
l(Q’)=5<m, I(Q”)=m- 1 cm, *(Q I= HP’). t(Q”), 
which contradicts the fact that Q is irreducible. 1 
In case n = 3 we can summarize the last two results. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. [f the rank of the matroid M equals 3 and t)(M, a) < 2, 
then r is irzjectitle. 
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In the fifth section it will be shown by using Propositions 1.1 and 3.5 that 
T,/(E,) is free abelian whenever M contains at most seven elements and 
that for all these matroids Ed = 1 if and only if M is the Fano-Matroid or 
its dual. 
4. DETERMINATION OF ker6 
During this section we may assume again that a is not a loop in M 
because otherwise cl is bijective. 
By [DW, Corollary 1 of Theorem 3.31, the matroid M is ternary if and 
only if G 4 7ib. Since ker E c T-(i! is clear by the definitions, Proposi- 
tion 2.10 yields at once 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (i) G E 8:, if and onZy ifG = 1. 
(ii) kerEz{l,G}. 
(iii) ker cl = { 1, G} if and on1.v if M is not ternary. 
For n d m let U,,, denote the matroid with m elements such that every 
subset containing exactly n elements is a base. 
During this section we assume that neither the Fano-Matroid, nor its 
dual, nor U,,, nor U,,s is a minor of M since otherwise M is not ternary 
and then ker Cc = (1, E,,,~}. The aim of this section is to show that Cr is injec- 
tive under this assumption by using Tutte’s homotopy theory. This will 
provide a new simplified proof of Seymour’s and Bixby’s theorem stated in 
[S, B] which determines all ternary matroids in terms of excluded minors. 
While the idea of the proof given in this paper is just the same as the idea 
of Bixby, many computations will now become simpler in terms of the 
Tutte-group. 
We want to reduce the determination of ker & to the examination of the 
reentrant paths in Tutte’s hyperplane graph I’;.,. At first we show 
LEMMA 4.1. Let G denote the subgroup of W, generated by all products 
of the form 
for which H, , H, E -W; , p(H, n H,) = n - 2, b$H, u H,, and 
p((H, n H,)u (a, b})=n. Then 
W, =ct(W,.).G. (4.1) 
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Proof. Assume LEY and a,, a?, a3, a., E E\L such that the four 
hyperplanes H , := cr( L u {a, j ), 1 < i < 4, are pairwise distinct. We have to 
show 
By the definition of G we may assume a $ (a3, a4), If a = a,, then we get 
T= (~.sv TM,,,, T&a TH,.,,~ G,to T,,,.<, G.j!<,J 
. (~.v . TH:.uA T&:rri Tm, TH~:<,~ THi.u: G,:<J 
. (8, . T,:, . Tt,,.u: . Li:<rz THw) 
= &hf T,:,, Tt,,u: . G3:u2 . T~j.<r 
and therefore TE G. Analogously a = a, implies TE G. So from now on 
assumea#aifor ldid4.IfL\fa)E$P’, thenwehaveH;:=H,\{a)EX’ 
for 1 d ib 4 and therefore TE u(W,.). 
So assume finally a EL and p(D) = II - 3 for D := L\% (a i. Put S, := 
{a,, a,, a3, ad), Sz :=S, u (a), and 
M, :=(M/D)IS,,M,:=(M/D)ISz. 
For in (1,2} let p, denote the rank function of M,. Then pz(S2) = 3 and 
26p,(S,)d3. If p,(S,)=2, there exists some a’E E\(DuS,) such that 
{a’, ai, a,‘/, 1 is a base of M/D whenever 1 6 i < j< 4, because M\{a 1. has 
rank n. Since U2,5 is not a minor of M, we have E = H, u Hz u H, u H, 
and therefore a’ E H,\L for some i with 1 < i < 4. Then we can substitute a, 
by a’ without changing T. This is trivial in case i E { 1, 2 1 but also clear for 
iE {3,4} by Lemma 1.1. So we may assume that p,(S,)=3. Let W,,, 
and -h denote the image of X,., in T:E; and U,:i, respectively. Then 
we have canonical homomorphisms fl: Bc, + Ui;‘li, q’: 8.:: --+ UC:, and 
y~:?r$ + U.5 given by 
P(f;hf,) = Ehf:, PC W,,h) = Zq,“,.h: 
where oz denotes the closure operator of M,; 
$(“hf,) = E \I’, v’( Wll,h) = ~‘“Y,,iiDl.h~ 
dEh12) = E,,. V(Z,,.,) = Tmc,cu D1.h. 
Clearly, the following diagram is commutating: 
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Let G’ denote the subgroup of W M2 generated by all products of the form 
&Ml . ZK,,U . z,,.‘, .ZKz,b .z& 
for which K,, K, are hyperplanes in M, not containing a with 
PAK, n K2) = 1, b E S, \(K, u K2), and p,((K, n K2) u {a, b}) = 3. Then 
by Proposition 2.7 
T$; = ,!3(T$;). G’. (4.2) 
Furthermore, M2 contains exactly five elements and is distinct from U,,, 
and U3,5. So M, is ternary. Therefore eMz $ WMM? and Proposition 2.9 yields 
CT g:w,,]=2. (4.3) 
Moreover 
C(P(%~~).G’):(8(wM,).G’)l 
= [(EM, .B(w,,).G’):(p(w,,).G’)1~2. 
Since trivially /I( W,,) . G’ c WMz we get by (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) 
D-0 Ml =P(WM,).G’. 
So, in particular, 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
Thus we get T= v(Z) E a(W,.) G because the above diagram is com- 
mutating. 1 
Let 7~‘: UC: -++ 7:: and rr: II: -H rc denote the canonical 
epimorphisms. The next step is 
LEMMA 4.2. ker Cr= rc’(~‘(G)). 
ProoJ: The following diagram is commutating: 
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So together with Lemma 4.1 we obtain 
ker E=rr’(a ‘(W,,)) 
=TC’(C(--‘(a(W,,,.)).% ‘(G))=Tc’(cI-I(G)) 
since 7r’(Wb,.)= { 1 ). 1 
Now we want to begin examining the reentrant paths of rl,,,. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Assume H, , Hz E 2; and {H, , H, ). E K L,, . 
(i) If (H,, H,).EK” M.0 Put 
.f(Hl,H,) :=G.0H,!u2 .Bh(H,,llz,,ua.Uh(~,,H?).a, . UHZ.u,, (4.6a) 
where ai E H,\(H, n Hz) for iE 11, 2). 
(ii) For (H,, H,) E Kj,,,\Kf,,, put 
.f(H,, Hz) :=G O,,;, . &,h, 
where h E E’\(H, u Hz). 
(iii) For a path Q = (HO, H,, . . . . H,,) in rl,,, put 
f(Q) := fi .f(H, 1, HiI. 
,=I 
(4.6b) 
(4.6~) 
Remark. If {H,, H2jeKT,.,\KL,,, then H,, H,, and (H, n H2)u {a) 
are three distinct hyperplanes in M containing H, n H, whose union is not 
the whole of E. Since ICJ~,~ is not a minor of M, there must exist exactly one 
farther hyperplane H in M containing H, n Hz. Thus H\(H, n Hz) = 
H\(H, u H2) = E’\(H, u H,). So Lemma 1.1 implies thatf(H,, Hz) is well 
definedin case {H,, H2)~Kl,,,\Kz,., as well as incase (H,, H,~EK~,.,. 
For {H,, Hz) EKE,., we have f( H,, H,) = t(H, ~ H,). 
LEMMA 4.3. Assume {H,, Hz) E Ki,,u. 
(i) For h~h(H,, H,)\(H, n Hz) ,tle have 
(4.7a) 
(ii) If V:= H, u H, u NH,, H,) # E’ and CE E’\V, then 
f(H,,H,)=G. O,,:<: OH,,,. (4.7b) 
Proqf (i) follows directly from (4.6a) and the definition of KG:. 
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(ii) Put H:==U((H, nH2)u{c}). If airH,\(H, nH,) for iE(1,2], 
then 
The following lemma follows directly from the definitions. 
LEMMA 4.4. (i) q P=(H,, . . . . H,) and Q=(H,, . . . . H,) are paths in 
G.il .f or which the origin of Q equals the terminus ef P, then 
.f(pQ) =f(p) .f(Q)- (4.8) 
Q 
(ii) If Q=(H,, H,, . . . . H,pl, H, 
-’ := (H,,,, H, ~, , . . . . H,, H,) we have 
.f(Q-‘) =f(Q 
(iii) Zf {H,, H,} E K I,,,, then .for Q 
.f(Q) = 1. 
is a path in rl,,!,, then for 
I (4.9 
=(H,, H,, H,) we have 
(4.10) 
Now we can prove 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let [16, denote the subgroup of %G: generated by all 
f(Q) for which Q is a reentrant path in r;,,. Then 
ker Cr = K,. (4.11) 
ProoJ If Q = (H,, H,, . . . . H,) is a reentrant path in Z-L,,, then 
i(f(Q))= fi (%m,.c, .cc(f(Hi-,,H;)).i”,,‘,)=l 
i= I 
by the definition of f$. Thus K, G ker Cc. 
Now assume UE U,z: such that OE ker E\{ 1). Then by Lemma 4.2 there 
exists U, E TX,: with l7= OO and 
duo)= fi (EM . T,,., . L,,fh, . TM T &.‘a ) (4.12) 
r= 1 
for some m E N and suitable H,, K, E yi”; with p(H, n K,) = n - 2, b, E 
E’\(H,uK,),andp((H,nK,)u{a,b,})=nfor l<r<m.SinceU,~%.$: 
this implies by Proposition 2.1 that there exists a permutation t E Z,,, such 
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that K, and H,,,, belong to the same connected component of f L,,, for 
1 <r<m. Choose some path Q: = (K,, . . . . H,,,,) in F’i,.,. Then we have 
T,,,. -4dQ:)). L,rf,i.,, = 1 for 1 < Y < nz. 
Therefore (4.12) yields 
duo)= n (E/W Grf,+ T,,,,,, .dr(Q:),). 
r= I 
So by Proposition 3.1 there exist HZ’ 30 and some reentrant paths 
P ,, . . . . P,,,, in r,I,,fl such that 
IX’ 
u, = n t(P,). fi (En,, U$h, UK,.,, GQ:)). 
r=l r= I 
NOW put Q, := (H,, K,b Q: = (H,, K,, . . . . H,,,,). Then Qr is a path in l-l,., 
for 1 < r <m, and we get by (4.6b) or (4.7b) 
u,o = fi f(f’,). fi .f(Q,). 
,=l t-=1 
So Lemma 4.4(i) yields U= 0,) E K,. 1 
Now by Lemma 1.4 and Proposition 4.2 we are able to study ker a by 
using Tutte’s homotopy theory and dualizing his results stated in [T, 
Chap. 61. So by Lemma 4.4 it suffices to prove that j(Q) = 1 for every 
elementary reentrant path in f L.,. The four kinds of elementary reentrant 
paths will now be examined separately. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Assume Q is an elementary reentrant path in f L,,, of 
the first kind. Then f(Q) = I. 
ProoJ By definition we have Q = (H,, H,, H,) for a suitable 
{Hi, Hz) ~Ki,,u. So Lemma 4.4(iii) yields at once ,f(Q) = 1. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Assurne Q is an elementary reentrunt path in rl,,Cl of 
the second kind. Then f(Q) = 1. 
Proof: By definition Q = (H, , H,, H,, H, ) such that 
n-36p(D)dn-2 for D:=H,nH,r\H,. 
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Assume at first p(D) = n - 2. Choose some a, E Hi\D for i E { 1,2, 3). Then 
by (4.6b) or (4.7b) we get at once 
f(Q)=G.&&, .&,wJ.(G.&;u, -nj.J 
.(qy..D-’ x&,,)=l. 
4.02 
So for the rest of the proof we assume p(D) = n - 3. 
PutL,:=H,nH,for (i,j,k}={1,2,3)andchoosesomeai~Li\Dfor 
1 d i < 3. If (i, j, k} = { 1, 2, 3 >. then a(D u (a,, ai, u>) = E and therefore 
h(H,, Hk)=o(Du (a,, a})#a(Du {a,, a})=h(H,, Hk). (4.13) 
Now we consider three distinct cases. 
Case I. H, u H, u H, #E’. Choose b E E’\(H, v H, v H,) and put 
E” := {a, b, a,, uz, u3}. If b$h(H,, H,) whenever 1 di<j< 3, then 
(WD)IE”z ui,,,, contradicting our assumption. So by symmetry we may 
assume bEh(H,, HJ. If (i,j} = {I, 2) and b~h(H~, H3), then (4.13) also 
yields b E a(D u (u} ) E h(H,, H3). Thus by (4.7a) 
ftQ)=tQ~,!, . On,,l.(O&!, un,,,J.lOG,$. Un1.6)= 1. 
If otherwise b 4 h(H,, H,) u h(H>, H,), then by (4.6b) or (4.7b) 
f(Q) = (6i,$ . ~n,b)‘(G. uH:b. D~3,b) 
.(G.l?’ H&b . Gf,.J = 1. 
Case 2. H, u H, u H, = E’, {H,, H,} EKL.,\K~,,. For {i, j, k} = 
{l, 2, 3j choose some b; E E’\(H, u Hk). Then b, E Hi. Put K := 
4(H, nH,)u fh))=dDu (a,, b,}). By assumption we have a$ K. 
Furthermore 
KnH,=KnH,=H,nH,=a(Du{a,}). 
So (H,, Hz, K, H,) is an elementary reentrant path in f L,, of the second 
kind and p(H, n H, n K) = n - 2. Thus by what we have already proved 
AH,, Hz)-f(ff,, K).ftK, H,)= 1. (4.14) 
Furthermore, bj 4 K for iF (1, 2}, because otherwise we would have K= 
a(Du{a,,b,})=H,. Therefore H,uH,uK#E’#H,uH,uK, and by 
Case 1 we get 
f(Hz, H3) .f(H3, K) .fW, Hz) = 1, (4.15) 
.f(H,, H,).f(H,,K).fW, Hzs)= 1. (4.16) 
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Now (4.14), (4.15), and (4.16) yield together with Lemma 4.4 
f(H,, H,).f(H,, H3).f(H3, H,)=(S(H,, K)..f(K Hz)) 
(f(H2, K) .fK H,)) 
.(.f(H,, W.f(K H,))= 1. 
Case 3. H,uH,uH,=E’, {H;,H,)EK~,,, whenever 16i<j63. 
Choose bi E h(H,, Hk)\( H, r\ Hk) for {i, j, k) = (1,2, 3 1. Then hi E H, (see 
Fig. 1). We have a(Du (b,, b,, b,})= n since otherwise (M/D) 1 (a, a1, a,. 
ax, b,, b,, b3} would be the Fano-Matroid. Thus K, := o(Du (b,, b,}) is 
ahyperplaneinMforii,j,k)=~1,2,3),anda,b,4H,uH,uK,.Thus 
by Case 1 
f(H,, H, 1 ..f(Hk, 4) ..f(K,, H,) = 1. (4.17) 
Furthermore, (K,, H,, Kk, K,) is a reentrant path of the second kind in 
rT M,n with p(K, n Hi n Kk) = n - 2. Therefore 
f’(K,, H,)..f(Hr, K,).,f(Kk, Kj)= 1. (4.18) 
Since K, LJ K2 u K, # E’, we also have by Case 1 
f(K,> K,).f(&> K3)..f(K3, K,)= 1. (4.19) 
Thus Eqs. (4.17) (4.18) and (4.19) and Lemma4.4 yield 
f(H,, H,).f’(H,, H,).f(H,, H,) 
=.f(H, 3 K3) ..f(K,, H,) .f(Hz, K, 1 
.f(k’,, H,)..f(H,, Kz).f(K,, H,) 
=.f(Kz. K3).f’(K3, K,).f(K,, K,)= 1. 
So by symmetry Proposition 4.4 is proved completely. 1 
FIGURE 1 
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PROPOSITION 4.5. Assume Q is an elementary reentrant path in r;,, of 
the third kind. Then f(Q) = 1. 
Proof. By definition Q = (H,, H, , H,, H,, H,) such that 
(H,, Hi+l}~K$,c, for imod and 
h(H,> H,)=h(H,, H,)fh(H,, H,)=h(H,, H4). 
So the assertion follows directly from Lemma 3.4. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Assume r; LI contains an elementary reentrant path 
the fourth kind. Then the dual qf ;he Fano-Matroid is a minor of M. 
of 
Proof: By definition there exists a reentrant path Q = (H, , H,, H,, H,, H, ) 
in r;, such that p(D) =n -4 for D := H, n Hz AH, n H,, and there 
exist three pairwise distinct hyperplanes G, , G,, G, in M’ satisfying D c Gi 
for 1 d i < 3 such that there are six pairwise distinct subspaces P,, . . . . P, of 
rank n - 3 containing D with 
H, := o’(P, v P, v Pk) E X” for l<i<j<k<6, (4.20a) 
a’(P,uP,+,uP,uPj+,)=G, for {i,j,k]=(1,2,3}, (4.20b) 
{H~.X’IDcH~={H,23,H156rH246,H345)’ (4.20~) 
where X’ is defined as in Lemma 1.4. 
Finally, by the definition of a reentrant path of the fourth kind the 11 
hyperplanes 
H 123, HI,,, HI,,, H,,,, H,,,, H,,,, Hm, H,,,; G,, G,, G, (*I 
of M’ are pairwise distinct, and there exists no other hyperplane in M’ con- 
taining D. 
ChoosesomebiEP,\Dfor 1<i<6,andputE0:={b,11<i<6)u{aj 
and M, := (M/D) 1 E,. We want to show that M, is the dual of the Fano- 
Matroid. For this purpose it suflices to prove that the following 14 subsets 
are exactly the hyperplanes of M,: 
(1) {b,, b,, b,, b}, {b,, b,, bq, be}, {b,, b2, ha, b,); 
(11) (61, b,, be}, {b,, b,, bs}, (h, b,, baf, {b4, b,, be); 
(III) {b,, b2, b3, a}, {b,, b5, be, a}, {b2, b4, b6, a}, (b3, b4, b5, a}; 
(IV) (6,. bqr a}, {b2, b5, a}, {b3, b,, a). 
By (4.20a), (4.20b), and (4.20~) it is clear that all sets of row (I), (II), and 
(III) are hyperplanes in M,, because all hyperplanes specified in (* ) are 
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pairwise distinct. Furthermore, L, := (h,, hi+3) is a hyperline in M, for 
1 < i < 3, since L, is independent in M, and the intersection of two hyper- 
planes of row (I). Thus (4.20~) yields that Li u {ai. is a hyperplane in M,. 
Now every subset of E, with three elements is contained in some of the 
14 specified hyperplanes of M,, and any subset of E, with four elements 
contains one of these 14 hyperplanes. So M,, cannot possess any more 
hyperplanes. i 
Summarizing the six propositions of this section we get, together with 
Tutte’s homotopy theorem stated in [T, 6.411, the following extension of 
Seymour’s and Bixby’s characterization of ternary matroids: 
THEOREM 4.1. For an)’ matroid M the following ,four conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) M is ternar)‘; 
(ii) c,,4q,; 
(iii) c,,#l; 
(iv) The Fano-Matroid, its dual, U,,,, and U,,, are no minors qf’ M. 
If, in particular, M is binary, then UM = f,&,. Thus we obtain as a special 
case of Theorem 4.1 the following extension of Tutte’s characterization of 
regular matroids: 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume M is binar)). Then the following four conditions 
are equioalent: 
(i ) M is regular; 
(ii) c ,, 6 UL ; 
(iii) E&f # 1; 
(iv) The Fano-Matroid and its dual are no minors of M. 
Remark. Clearly for any matroid M we have (i) * (ii) = (iii) * (iv). 
5. STRUCTURE THEOREMS ABOUT THE TUTTE-GROUP 
The structure of the truncated Tutte-group is completely determined by 
the following result, which follows immediately from Proposition 2.10 and 
Theorem 4.1. 
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THEOREM 5.1. For any matroid M we have 
mz if the Fano-Matroid, its dual, U,,, , and 
U,., are no minors of M 
(5,la 
I 
(0) else, 
T,~(~)X‘P =, (5.lb 
IT”, E (G) x zmfh-;, (5.lc 
where m denotes the number of elements, z the number of connected 
components, and h the number of hyperplanes of M. 
In particular we get 
THEOREM 5.2. If M is binary, then 
(VIZ if the Fano-Matroid and its dual are 
uE’= (EM)= 
i 
no minors of M 
w else, 
(5.2a) 
lr, 2 (EM) x zm-z, (5.2b) 
lr$ z (EM) x zm+h--. (5.2~) 
By Corollary 2 of [DW, Theorem 3.11, the number of regular structures 
of a regular matroid M equals i. [U,:UL]. Similarly by Corollary 2 of 
[DW, Theorem 3.31, the number of ternary structures of a ternary matroid 
M equals $. [PM. .a’,]. Thus Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 yield the following 
result, which in his statement does not include the Tutte-group. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Assume M is a matroid with m elements and z connec- 
ted components. 
(i) If M is ternary, then M possesses 2” -’ ternary structures. 
(ii) If M is regular, then M also possesses 2”-’ regular structures. 
For the remainder of this paper we want to derive partial results about 
the structure of U, for non-binary matroids M by using the results of 
Sections 2 and 3. 
The next result shows that by examining the structure of the Tutte-group 
it suffkes to deal with simple matroids, i.e., those without loops and 
parallel elements. 
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PROPOSITION 5.2. Assume M is a matroid on E and aE E. Put M’ := 
M\W. 
(i ) If a is a loop in M, then 
T’O’Z UC01 
M M” u,,, g u,,,, U$ zu;:. (5.3) 
(ii) Assume there e.rists h E E\{a) such that p( {a, h) ) = p( {h}) = 
P({a})=l. Then 
(5.4) 
(iii) Every minimal matroid M u,ith E*, = 1 or c~, E Ui,, respectively, 
is simple. 
Proof: (i) is trivial. 
(ii) follows directly from Proposition 2.8(ii) and Proposition 3.2. 
(iii) is a direct consequence of (i ) and (ii). 1 
Now we want to obtain structure theorems about the Tutte-group by 
using Propositions 3.3 and 3.5. In addition to (3.8) we put zl(M, a) :=O for 
a loop a in M. 
THEOREM 5.3. Assume M is a matroid on E of rank n with m elements 
and z connected components. Assume furthermore that there exists an 
enumeration of E = {e, , . . . . e,, , . . . . e,, ) such that {e, , . . . . e, j is a base of M 
and for n + 1 6 i 6 m we have 
v(M,, e,) 6 
2 for n = 3 
I for n>4, (5.5) 
where Mi := M 1 {e, . . . . . e, ). Then there exists r 2 0 with 
U$‘z (En,) x Z’z (2/22)x Z’, (5.6a) 
u, G (‘q2Z) x zr+-=, (5.6b) 
TX, E (2/2Z) x zrtm-=+ #( * ). (5.6~) 
Thus (5.6a), (5.6b), and (5.6~) hold quite generally in case n 6 2. 
Proof Equation (5.6a) follows by induction with respect to nz from 
(1.7a), Proposition 2.7, and-dependent on n-Lemma 3.3, Proposi- 
tion 3.3, or Proposition 3.5. So the rest of the theorem follows from 
Propositions 1.2 and 1.4. i 
Theorem 5.3 suggests a suitable enumeration of the elements of a 
matroid if possible before computing the structure of its Tutte-group. By 
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analyzing this last result we obtain the following structure theorem about 
the Tutte-group of all matroids with at most seven elements. 
THEOREM 5.4. Assume M is a matroid on E with m := # (E) < 7 and z 
connected components. Then there exists some r > 0 such that 
if M is neither the Fano-Matroid nor its dual 
else, 
(5.7a) 
T,, z (&M) x zrfm-=, (57b) 
T; g (EM) x z,++=+ 7+(X ‘. (5.7c) 
ProoJ: Let n denote the rank of M. By Proposition 1.1 we may assume 
n 6 3. So by Theorem 5.3 we are reduced to the case n = 3. Furthermore, by 
Proposition 5.2 we may assume that M is simple. Finally, by the Corollary 
of [DW, Proposition 5.11, we may suppose that M does not contain any 
coloop. 
Now assume that there exists no enumeration of E= {e,, . . . . e,,,]. such 
that {e,,ez,e,}isabaseandu(Mj,e,)~2whenever46i~mwithM,:= 
MI {e,, . . . . e,>. By Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 we are ready when we have shown 
that M is the Fano-Matroid. 
Consider some enumeration of E= {e,, . . . . e,i such that {e,, ez, e,} is a 
base. Then by assumption there exists some i with 4 < i< m and 
u(M,, e,) 2 3. Therefore ei is contained in three pairwise distinct hyper- 
planes Hi, H,, H, of M, such that H,\{e, j is still a hyperplane in Mi\{e,) 
for 1 d j< 3. Thus there exist a,, h, E H,\{e,> with a, #h,. Since M is 
simple this means i=m=7 and E={a,, b,, a,, b,, ax, b,, e,). So e, is 
contained in exactly three hyperplanes of M. 
This consideration holds for any enumeration {e,, . . . . e,) of E such that 
(e,, e,, e3) is a base. Since M does not contain any coloop we see that 
every e E E is contained in exactly three hyperplanes of M. Therefore M is 
a simple binary matroid with seven elements of rank 3 which means that M 
is the Fano-Matroid. 1 
In a forthcoming paper (cf. [Wl]) it will be proved that for every m 2 8 
there exists some minimal matroid M with m elements such that TM/(sM) 
is not free. Thus the upper bound 7 in Theorem 5.4 is best. Furthermore, 
infinitely many minimal matroids M with E, E Uz\{ 1 ) and infinitely 
many minimal matroids M satisfying Ed = 1 will be determined. 
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